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I. INTRODUCTION
Irradiation embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steel is controlled by
interactions between a large number of environmental and metallurgical variables [lj.
Hence, purely empirical predictions of embrittlement are unreliable, particularly outside the
data base. Embrittlement models synthesize experimental and theoretical information from a
diverse array of sources to quantitatively predict property changes based on physical
understanding. Simple models developed to date have been very useful to developing
engineering correlations and rationalizing embrittlement trends [1-9].
Indeed, models have probably had a greater impact on the engineering practice used to
forecast and control RPV embrittlement than for any other application of radiation effects
research. In spite of this success, however, a number of outstanding issues remain,
including:
- Extending embrittlement correlations, such as the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regulatory Guide 1.99, to include the effects of flux, spectrum, irradiation temperature,
phosphorous and other metallurgical variables, as well as interactions among key
variables;
- Interpretation and utilization of accelerated materials test reactor (MTR) data;
- Interpreting outliers;
- Avoiding technical surprises in service regimes that are not well-characterized or have not
yet been encountered.
Improved models, coupled with an appropriate engineering data base and fundamental
experiments, are needed to address these issues.
The models described in this chapter are restricted to a case when embrittlement can be
related to yield stress increases. Specific focus is on Charpy-V notch indexed transition
temperature shifts in Mn-Mo steels irradiated at around 290°C. Modeling is divided into the
following elements: a) primary defect production of vacancies and interstitial and small
defect clusters in displacement cascades; b) evolution of extended microstructural and
microchemical features driven by excess defect and solute fluxes; c) increases in the yield
stress due to these features: and d) elevation of transition temperatures associated with the
yield stress increases. These elements are integrated to model the combined effects of
metallurgical and ens-ironmental variables on transition temperature shifts.
The emphasis of this Chapter is on microstructural modeling (b). The most salient features
of the other elements (a, c. d and integrated models) are summarized briefly. Particular
attention is given to the effects of key irradiation and metallurgical variables, including flux,
fluence, irradiation temperarare and alloy composition. Since the focus is on modeling and
modeling techniquev. comparisons with experimental observations are only very briefly
drawn. Many of the concept and formulations are presented for the first time.
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H. PRIMARY DEFECT PRODUCTION
Vacancies and interstitials generated in displacement cascades are the fundamental source of
irradiation embrittlement. The accepted measure of primary damage exposure is
displacements per atom (dpa), or the calculated average number of vacancy-interstitial pairs
initially created by neutron irradiation [10]. The dpa are determined from tabulated dpacross sections, (?dpa(E) [11], the neutron energy (E) spectrum $(E) and the fluence, (J>L The
dpa-cross sections are evaluated by combining calculated primary-knockon-atom recoil
energy (Tr) cross sections, Kr(E,Tr), with a model of the average number of displacements
generated as a function of the primary recoil energy, VdPa(Tr) [12]. Computer codes,
incorporating appropriate nuclear reaction kinematics models and requisite nuclear data (ie.
from ENDFB-V) are used to calculate Kr(E,Tr) [13]. The displacement function, Vdpa(Tr),
is approximated by 0.8Tdam/2Ed> where Ed is an effective average displacement energy [14]
and Tdam(Z,Tr) is the part of the primary recoil energy deposited as kinetic energy in all
cascade recoils (versus energy deposited in electron excitation and ionization, which does
not cause permanent damage in metals) [15]. Since Ed is a constant, dpa is fully equivalent
to the absorbed kinetic energy or effective dose [16].
The total fast fluence for neutrons with energies greater than 1 MeV, <}>t (E> 1 MeV), is a
less useful, but more common measure of exposure. There is no physical or empirical
rationale for using this or any other threshold fluence, if a significant component of dpa or
dose is created by neutrons with lower energies [10,16]. Calculations of dpa should
account for neutrons at all energies. However, the spectral averaged displacement cross
sections, adpa, can be normalized to the fraction of the neutron spectrum above a specified
energy. For example, typical materials test reactor (MTR) and surveillance locations have
Cdpa of about 15OO±2OO bams (10*24 cm 2 ) for E>1 MeV. Since they are equivalent when
related by the appropriate cross section, the more familiar fast fluence and fast flux, <{>,
notation is used in the following sections.
The best physical measure of primary radiation damage production is the absolute number
and configuration of vacancy and interstitial defects following local short term
rearrangement within the displacement cascade. This rearrangement, or cascade annealing,
results in vacancy-interstitial recombination and clustering. Cascade modeling is an active
area of ongoing research and will not be reviewed in detail. Most recent cascade
simulations have been carried out with many-bodied molecular dynamics (MD) codes using
embedded atom (EA1 or equivalent multibody interatomic potentials [17-20]. Earlier work
was based on cascade codes using the pair potentials and most often using the binarycollision approximation (BCA) to determine the general configuration of the cascade defects
[14], The predicted defect configurations from BCA and early MD cascade models have
been coupled with simulations of short term diffusional cascade annealing (STA) [21,22].
Most studies have simula:ed cascades in fee copper; however, very recent research
suggests that defect production behavior in bec iron is generally similar [19]. The key
conclusions of both the NID-EA models and BCA-STA studies can be summarized as
follows:
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The total residual defect production efficiency, £t> defined as the ratio of the surviving
defects to dpa, decreases from about 1 for very low energy recoils to about 0.25 to
0.45 at energies above about 0.5 to 1 keV; the variation of E,t with Tdam is relatively
slow at higher energies.
A significant fraction of residual defects are contained in clusters of more than two
defects. Maximum cluster sizes are 10 or greater. Clustering can be grossly defined in
terms of the fraction of dpa contained in clusters, £Ci/v. The fractional clustering and
average and maximum cluster size increase with increasing recoil energy. Clustering is
also a function of the defect type, cluster size and temperature and is sensitive to the
details of the MD or BCA/STA model. Various models predict clustering of 40% to
more than 90% of the residual defects. A reasonable estimate for ^j/v is in the range of
about 0.10 to 0.3.
The corresponding estimate of the fraction of dpa in the form of mobile unclustered or
'freely migrating1 residual defects, £fj/v, is in the range of about 0-05 to 0.15. Note,
while ^ t = ^ci/v+ £fi/vi denser cascades that produce more recombination also generally
result in a higher clustering fraction; hence, £fi/v tends to be less than
These conclusions are broadly consistent with observation. Various simulations have also
shown that: vacancy-interstitial production is reduced at higher temperatures and by preexisting lattice defects [19]; and that significant segregation of solutes may take place
during STA, leading to the formation of small defect cluster-solute complexes [23].
Essentially all physically plausible measures of defect production attenuate in the pressure
vessel less rapidly than <J>t (E> 1 MeV) [24]. Hence, there is a high probability that fast
fluence is not only an inappropriate, but is also an unconservative exposure unit for
extrapolating embrittlement predictions from surveillance positions to locations deep into
the vessel.
As shown in the later sections of this Chapter, the arrangement of primary defects
following short term cascade annealing plays a crucial role in subsequent microstructural
and microchemical evolution. For example, cascades promote hardening by clusters while
retarding precipitation; the balance between these competing effects depends on the copper
content of the steel [25]. Hence, continued MD-EA simulations of the production of
various types of primary defects are critical to developing improved embrittlement models.
The MD-EA cascade results should be combined with rigorous STA simulations to develop
realistic defect production cross sections. Finally, it is noted that MD and other advanced
modeling methods u.e. density functional techniques) can be usedto characterize the key
material properties used in embrittlement models. These properties include a wide variety of
defect and solute solution, migration, interaction, interface and free surface energies.
HI. MICROSTRUCTURE-YIELD STRESS RELATIONS
The dominant form of einbrittlement in Mn-Mo RPV steels, involving transgranular
cleavage fracture, is due :o radiation induced increases in the yield stress Fine scale
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precipitates and extended defects formed under irradiation increase the yield stress by acting
as dispersed obstacles to dislocation motion. Models of yield stress increases must address
two related questions:
How do the features increase the yield stress in isolation?
How do the contributions from the various radiation induced and pre-existing
strengthening features combine?
Small obstacles may interact with dislocations by a variety of mechanisms including
chemical bond disruption/disordering, surface/interface creation, incommensurate/higher
resistance slip systems, stacking faults, image forces, strain fields and modulus
mismatches [26]. For coherent copper-rich precipitates (subscript crp) and larger vacancy
aggregates, or nanovoids (subscript nv), the modulus mismatch mechanism is dominant.
The modulus interaction has been modeled by Russell and Brown [27] based on decrease
of the dislocation strain energy in a more compliant obstacle relative to the stiffer iron
matrix as:
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where frb is the volume fraction of the features, S m is the Schmidt factor, Ufe and jirf) are
the shear moduli of iron and the softer feature with a radius r r b, b (0.248 nm) is the
Burger's vector, and r ic and r<x are the inner (dislocation core) and outer strain field cutoff radii. Russell and Brown found good agreement between the model predictions and
peak hardening data in the iron-copper (subscript cup) alloys for: rj c = 2.5b =of6Z nm; TQC
= 2500b; Mcup/|J.fe = 0.6; and S m of 2.5 . Figure 1 plots AaCUpNfcup versus r c u p for these
parameters; the peak for copper precipitates at about 3750 MPa is at r c u p of 1.25 nm. The
corresponding curves for nanovoids (with (lnv/M-fe = 0.0) and alloyed copper rich
precipitates (with 0.6 Cu, 0.25 Mn 0.15 Ni and Hcrp/M-fe = 0-75 based on a simple rule of
mixtures estimate) with peaks at about 6950 and 2750 MPa respectively are also shown in
Figure 1.
Strengthening contributions from other features can be generally represented as:
AOJ = S m p j u t ^ r 2r]N"j

(2)

where rj, Nj and (3j are the radius, number density and the strengthening factor of the j'th
feature respectively [26]. Strengthening by interstitial clusters (subscript 1) arises from
dislocation interactions with the large tetragonal strain fields produced by small loops.
Fleisher [2&] derived a loop strengthening factor, Pi, of 0.27 for fee crystals. The
strengthening factor for loop orientations and strain fields in bcc-iron may not be exactly
the same; however a pi value of 0.3 seems a reasonable approximation. The yield stress
increases due to small vacancy clusters generated in cascades (subscript vc) with radii less
about 0.6 nm canno: be treated by the Russell-Brown model. A semi-empirical analysis of
strengthening due to thermally unstable matrix damage generated at high fluxes, believed to
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be small vacancy clusters, is consistent with a strengthening factor (5Vc of about 0.1
[24,25]. Because of their complex chemical bonding and incommensurate crystal
structures, higher strengthening factors would be anticipated for other phases (subscript p)
that may form under irradiation, such as phosphides and carbonitrides. At larger sizes
(> 5 nm) such features would act as "strong" Orowan barriers with a (Jp of about 0.8 [26].
Considering the fine scale of precipitation under irradiation, a provisional value (5p of 0.5
seems reasonable.
Modeling of irradiation hardening is also complicated by the need to combine the
contributions of various sources of strengthening. The total yield stress o y can be
represented as [26]:
(j y = afr(e, TO + airs + ad + kdg"1/2

(3)

where Gfr{e, TJ is a test temperature (Tt) and strain rate (e) sensitive frictional contribution
from the inherent lattice resistance to slip and solutes. In these cases, thermal (activation)
fluctuations and applied stress combine to mediate the slip process. The remaining terms
are essentially athermal (e.g., only weekly dependent on strain rate and temperature). The
kdg"1/2 represents Hall-Petch type grain strengthening. The c^s term is from long range
stress fields such as dislocations (about fifebVp, where p is the dislocation density).
Radiation primarily changes the on the athermal dispersed obstacles contribution, ad, thus
the yield stress increase is
Ady = Add

(4)

Computer simulations by Foreman and Makin [29] suggest that the net yield stress
contribution for two types of dispersed obstacles depend on their relative strengths. For
obstacles with similar strengths (weak/weak or strong/strong), the root square sum (RSS)
law

Acd = -\jllof

(5a)

is believed to be most appropriate. Similarly this law applies to the case where the number
of weak barriers is comparable to or less than the strong barriers. In this circumstance the
weak barriers may have a small or even negligible effect on the yield stress, since they will
be penetrated at a stress lower than that required to bow the dislocation around the strong
obstacles, as illustrated in Figure 2a. The case of many weak barriers and a few strong
obstacles is more complex since both features influence the configuration and effective
stress required to bow a dislocation around the strong obstacles. The computer simulations
suggest that in this case the net yield stress contribution falls between the linear sum (LS)
and RSS extremes. However, in the limit of strengthening from many weak and a few
strong obstacles, the contribution from the former can be approximated as an additive LS
friction stress, thus
Ac d = l A o -

(5b)
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Prior to irradiation complex RPV steels typically contain a significant density ( > 1016/cm3)
of fine scale (< 10 nm) phases (i.e., carbonitrides) [30] which produce a significant
dispersed obstacle hardening (ado > 50 to 100 MPa). Irradiation typically results in a much
higher number density of weak-to-medium strength obstacles. In this case the LS law
(Equation 5b) is most appropriate. Hence, the net yield stress increase is approximately
equal to the net contributions from the features formed during irradiation, Acrj,

p

+ Ao 2 yc + Aa2p

(6a)

where the contributions of the various features formed under irradiation are combined by
the RSS law (Equation 5a). However, for irradiations at high temperatures or following
post-irradiation annealing, the number density of the weaker irradiation induced features is
much lower. In this case the RSS law is more appropriate, hence
Acjy = y o^ o + AG? - ado < Aai

(6b)

The effect of the alternative superposition models is illustrated in Figure 2b for a Odo of 100
MPa.
The large yield stress recovery following post irradiation annealing has been attributed to a
change in superposition from the linear to root square sum control [31]. In this case the
overall decrease in yield stress significantly exceeds the change in the isolated contribution
from the irradiated versus irradiated and annealed features.
There are considerable uncertainties in the hardening models the copper rich precipitates
and vacancy clusters particularly at small sizes (r < 0.8 nm); and, more generally, for the
other features (which have not yet been fully identified). For example, the effects of
composition, small size-scales and non-equilibrium structures (e.g., bcc versus fee) on the
properties of copper rich precipitates the are not known. Application of detailed MD-EA
calculations to dislocation-obstacle interactions could be used to refine strengthening
models. Further, computer simulations should be carried out to develop superposition laws
appropriate to irradiated and annealed microstructures. In both cases the models must be
validated by well-designed experiments.
IV. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS
Modeling the relationship between the microstructure-sensitive basic properties, such as
yield stress, and macroscopic measures of fracture resistance, such'as of Charpy transition
temperatures, involves a combination of micromechanics and macromechanics. Continuum
macromechanics requires only an appropriate constitutive description of the material to
relate the remote specimen loads and displacements, generally characterized in terms of the
elastic stress intensiry factor. K, or the elastic-plastic energy release rate integral, J, to the
corresponding stress and srain fields local to the notch (or crack) tip [32]. Sophisticated
continuum models are typically based on large deformation finite element methods [33].
MicTomechanics models require a set of additional structure-sensitive material properties to
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describe the critical notch (or crack) tip fields that lead to fracture. The primary focus of this
chapter is on transgranular cleavage fracture in Charpy-V notch (blunt) specimens.
However, as briefly noted below, the principles can be extended to modeling various
measures of fracture toughness for sharp cracks.
The accepted mechanism for cleavage fracture is that the stress near the notch tip normal to
the crack plane, 022. reaches a critical stress level a f needed to trigger the extension of an
unstable microcrack [34-36]. The peak 022 stresses are higher than the uni-axial yield
stress due to the notch stress concentration and the triaxial plane strain constraint. The
stress amplification can be described by the constraint factor, Q, as
= Q(P/Pgy)ayCTt.e)

(?)

where P/Pgy is the load to general yield load ratio. Near general yielding (P/Pgy ^ 0.8) Q
is about 2.2 for a Von Mises yield criteria. Hence the elastic cleavage condition requires
that
a 2 2=2.2a y (T t ,e)=c*

(8)

= a *((j /2.2, E)

(9)

or
c

where T c is the maximum temperature (minimum o y ) for elastic cleavage fracture or the
cleavage transition temperature.
The microcracks typically propagate from grain boundary carbides at critical stress levels,
c£ , inversely proportional to the square root of the 'largest' carbide size [35]. Since
changes on this size scale do not take place, a^ is expected to be unaffected by irradiation.
Further, microcleavage fracture theories suggest that a , is only weakly dependent or
independent of test temperature. This has been confirmed in an extensive study of irradiated
Mn-Mo RPV steels [36]. This research showed that the cleavage transition temperature T c
corresponds to about 10±5 J of absorbed energy in a standard Charpy test. It was further
observed that irradiation induced yield stress increases are approximately independent of
test temperature and strain n:e. Thus the shift in the cleavage transition temperature, ATC,
can be calculated without explicit knowledge of a ! as

where T c o is the unirradiared cleavage transition temperature, <7yd is the dynamic yield
stress for the strain rate characteristics of Charpy impact tests (about 140s"1). The slope of
the dynamic yield stress versus test temperature (day(j/dTt) can be determined from a master
curve for RPV steels in the i_-.irradiated condition [36]. The procedure for evaluating ATC is
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schematically illustrated in Figure 3a. The strengthening-cleavage shift relationship can be
expressed as
ATC = Ic(Tco, Aay)Ao-y

(11)

The cleavage shift coefficient, L c , increases with increasing T c o and Ac y due to the
decrease in (dGyd/dTO with increasing temperature [36].
The Charpy transition temperature shift ATCV is normally indexed at an impact energy of
41J in the transition region rather than at 10 J. In this case there is an additional component
of shift due to the effect of embrittlement on the ductile fracture resistance of the steel,
manifested in drops as the upper-shelf-energy (USE). While the extra component of shift,
ATd, for ductile fracture in Charpy specimens has not been theoretically modeled, it can be
estimated based on an empirical observation that the transition region in RPV steels has an
approximately constant temperature interval of about 120±25°C [36]. This leads to a
relation
3720 r fuse(Aav) ~\
A~
ATd
«= T T O r I
'—J
USEol(1_fuse(Aay))J

n .
(12)

where the fractional reduction, fuse(Aoy), of the unirradiated upper-shelf-energy, USEo, is
a known empirical function of AOy [36]. The procedure for evaluating ATd *s
schematically illustrated in Figure 3b. The overall ATCV at 41J is simply
ATCV = ATd + ATC = Scv(USEo, Tco> Aa y )Aa y

(13)

For typical values of unirradiated properties (USEo and TCo) and yield stress increases, the
predicted values of L c v range from about 0.4 to 0.8°C/MPa, in good agreement with
observation. If the unirradiated Charpy curve is represented in terms of a tanh function
similar procedures can be used to estimate changes in the tanh parameters after irradiation,
as demonstrated in Figure 4.
Similar theories can be applied to model the effects of irradiation on fracture toughness,
Kic in the cleavage regime [8, 37-38]. In this case, however, the highly localized fields in
the vicinity of blunting cracks require additional material properties to describe the fracture
condition. In the simplest case, this property is a critical microstructural distance that must
experience a critical stress level (note this critical stress is not necessarily the same as the c f
for a blunt notch) [39]. Irradiation is not expected to change either the critical stress or the
critical distance; thus, cleavage toughness indexed (e.g. at 75 or 100 MPaVm) temperature
shifts, ATfc, should also depend only on the unirradiated Tk0 and A o y . The AT^ shifts can
be calculated by integrating da y /dT t analogous to Equation 10, subject to appropriate
modifications for strain rate and irradiation induced changes in the strain hardening [8,24].
Predictions of this simple model are generally in reasonable agreement with observed
toughness indexed shifts. However, the model predicts that: a) the slope of the Ki c versus
temperature curve is decreased; and b) that ATk is much greater than ATCV for large yield
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stress increases and/or high Tk0. Although relevant data are very limited, such effects have
generally not been reported.
Future modeling efforts for Charpy tests should be directed at the transition and ductile
fracture upper-shelf regimes. More significantly, however, research should be focused on
the effect of irradiation on Ki c in the cleavage, ductile and transition regimes as well as on
other measures of toughness (i.e. resistance curves, crack arrest and dynamic). Particular
emphasis should be placed on resolving the questions about a possible layover of the
Kic(T0 curve and the correspondence between toughness and Charpy shifts. These issues
must be attacked on the fundamental level; for example, by developing a better
understanding of the mechanisms controlling crack tip field conditions leading to cleavage
(i.e., temperature effects, microcrack stability and statistical factors [40]). Once again MDEA modeling techniques, perhaps coupled with finite element methods, could be used to
provide new insight into microcrack nucleation and propagation mechanisms. Finally,
advanced continuum and micromechanics models can also be used to model the
consequences of deviations from small scale yielding fields for realistic geometries (i.e.
shallow cracks) and a range of size scales (i.e., small specimens) [41].
V. POINT DEFECT BALANCE EQUATIONS AND RECOMBINATION
Modeling microstructural evolution requires evaluating the fates of diffusing vacancies,
interstitials and solutes. These fates includes recombination, annihilation at fixed sinks
(that do not evolve) or clustering to form extended defects or precipitates. The excess point
defects also accelerate or induce solute diffusion. These phenomena can be approximately
modeled using rate theory [42].
The rate theory models used in this work assume three types of sinks characterized by a
strength, S: network dislocations, S p ; point defect clusters, S c ; and a surrogate class for
"other" microstructural features, S o . The sink strengths for diffusion controlled kinetics
are: S c = 4jircNc and 27trcNc for spherical and disc shaped (loops) clusters, where rc and
N c are the effective cluster radius and number density; and Sp = p for dislocations, where
p is the dislocation density. The difference between sink strengths for interstitials and
vacancies is modeled by an average bias factor, B, as Si = S v (l+B); the models assume
only dislocations (network and loops) are biased. The total sink strength Stvfi is the sum of
the contributions from the various features. At around 290°C the defect concentrations
typically approach steady state levels in a few seconds [43]. The simplest form of the
steady-state defect conservation equations are
Gu - DiQSu - R iv CiC v = 0
Gtv - D V CVS;Y - RivQCv = 0
where
Cj/v are the interstitial/vacancy concentrations (atom fraction)

.

(14a)
(14b)
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are the total interstitial/vacancy production rates: Gtv = G v + Gthv and Gti = G[
where Gj = G v = G is due to irradiation = J^o'dpa a n d G^v is the thermal vacancy
source.
are the interstitial/vacancy diffusion coefficients = D^exp^H^yRT) where D^ v
is the pre-exponential and HJ? is the interstitial/vacancy migration energy (or more
literally enthalpy). Note D j » D v .
R is the interstitial-vacancy recombination coefficient, R = 47nrr(Di+Dv)/iia where r r
is the interstitial capture radius surrounding a vacancy and Qa is the atomic volume.
Unless otherwise specified in the text, the 'nominal1 material properties used in the models
described below are given in Table 1. Only a few of the properties (Qa» b, Odpa) are well
established. While the uncertainties are large, variations in Dj have little effect on the
conclusions drawn from the models. Others properties (D v , rr, B, S p , S o , £t, etc.) are also
not well known. However, uncertainties in these properties do not generally compromise
the qualitative implications of the models.
It is convenient to express the solutions to Equation 14 in terms of the fraction of primary
defects available to produce microstructural changes (e.g., that escape recombination thus
reach sinks) fs, as
(15)
The defect currents needed to model clustering and solute diffusion are
Di/vCj/v = fs(Ti,<t>)G/Si/vt

(16)

where fs varies with flux. <•>, and irradiation temperature, Ti, depending on the
recombination mechanism.
The long term evolution of the microstructure is a complex function of flux, fluence and
irradiation temperature. However, it is reasonable to assume that the embrittlement damage
is related to, among other factors, the total time integrated defect current, Dj/vQ/vt, where
= fs(Ti,o) 5t<%a/SiM-

(17)

The fluence, <J>tda, required to produce a specified (Dj/vCi/vt) is
<Dtdct l4>.Ti) = [Si/v^tO-dpa]/ fs(<t>,Ti)

(18)

Hence, <j>tact increases with increasing recombination or decreasing fs.
Matrix recombination (subscript sm) involves random encounters between vacancies and
interstitials. Neglecting thermal emission from sinks and bias the solution to Equation 14
and 15 is
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fsm

=

^

Figure 5a shows fsm(<|>,Ti) at irradiation temperatures from 260 to 320°C as a function of
flux. Figure 5b the plots the flux at 50% recombination (f5m = 0.5) versus irradiation
temperatures for various sink strengths. These results show that except for low sink
strengths (<10 10 /cm 2 ) and irradiation temperatures (260°C), matrix recombination rates are
minimal for surveillance and most MTR conditions (<}> < 5xl0 13 n/cm 2 -s) Recombination is
dominant only for very high damage rates, with fsm proportional to 1/V(|> in the high flux
limit.
Recombination at vacancies strongly bound to a high concentration (Q) of traps
(subscript tv) could be significant. The approximate defect balance equations with vacancy
trapping are
G v + x^Ctv - R C A - C v D v (S t + 4ra:tCt/Qa) = 0

(20a)

Gi - Q(RC V + R'Ctv) - QDiSt = 0

(20b)

J

tv -M t vCtvD v St=0

(20c)
(20d)

where rt is the trap capture radius (~ r r ), xt-is the average trapping time, H b is the trapvacancy binding energy and MtvDv is the bound trap-vacancy diffusion coefficient The
trap vacancy-interstitial recombination coefficient, R', is given by Equation 14 except
M t v D v replaces D v . The fraction of defects reaching sinks, fst, is (MtvJDvQv + DVCV)/G.
The mobility factor M t v for trapped vacancies is not well established. However, for fully
mobile traps (Mtv = 1 ) there is no trap recombination effect (fst = fsm)- Conversely, fst is
independent of trapped vacancy mobility for values of Mtv less than about 0.01.
Solute vacancy binding energies are typically in the range of about 5 to 30 kJ/mole [44].
Figure 6a plots fsm<ATi) and fSt(«}>,Ti) versus flux at 290°C for a large binding energy of
29 kJ/mole and a high immobile trap concentration of 10"2. In this extreme case, significant
recombination occurs above a flux of about 1011 n/cm2-s. The fst(<j>»Ti) has the same form
as fSm(05TO (for matrix recombination) but is shifted down by a constant flux increment.
Figure 6b plots the flux a: 50Tc recombination versus binding energy for a range of sink
strengths and trap concentrations. For lower trap and binding energies, trap recombination
is significant only a: high fluxes (> 10 13 n/cm2).
The greatest uncertainty in these calculations is due the vacancy migration energy, with
reported values ranging from about 70 to 130 kJ/mole [45]. This treatment of trap
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recombination has been superimposed on a high nominal value of the vacancy migration
energy of 125.5 kJ/mole. Therefore, the low value of D v probably implicitly accounts for
trapping effects. If the lower values of migration energy were used trap recombination
would be negligible for all fluxes of interest. Overall these results suggest that vacancy
trapping is probably not important for surveillance and even most MTR flux levels.
However, trapping can have a profound effect on the effective solute diffusion coefficients
(see below).
As noted previously, a significant fraction of primary cascade defects are in the form of
small clusters. The cascade interstitial clusters are expected to have a large interstitial bias,
hence, in general would be expected to grow into observable interstitial loops. The fact that
such loops are not observed remains something of a puzzle as discussed below.
In contrast, small vacancy-clusters would be expected to be thermally unstable, shrinking
by rapid vacancy emission. During their lifetime larger (e.g., around 10 vacancies) cascade
vacancy-clusters would act as recombination centers. Following the treatment of Straalsund
[46], recombination at cascade vacancy-clusters (subscript sc) can be modeled by
neglecting dislocation bias and thermal vacancy sources other than the cascade clusters
containing n vacancies with an effective surface energy, Yeff. and average radius, rnc, as

dpa<J>

a =

^

y

^

Q a D v S z (l+a) 2

(21b)

where Q m is the molar volume (&aNa where N a is Avagodro's number), D^j and Qsd are
the self-diffusion coefficient (Dsd) pre-exponential and activation energies and £nv is m e
fraction of dpa contained ia n-vacancy cascade clusters. The self-diffusion activation
energy is not well-established; the nominal value is roughly the average of the reported
range from about 250 to 290 kJ/mole [47,48]. Figure 7a plots fsm(<j>,Ti) and fjc (<t>,Tj) for
Yeff = 1-5 J/m 2 , r vc = 0.3 -m (equivalent to 10 vacancies) and ^iov = 0.0067 (which
corresponds to a 1 barn clu>:er cross section) at 290°C. Note this value of £iov is much
less than the total clustered vacancy factor £ cv (about 0.2), since the latter also includes
smaller much less stable vacancy aggregates. Figure 7b plots the flux at 50%
recombination versus temperature for effective surface energies of both 1.5 and 2 J/m 2 .
Cascade vacancy-cluster recombination becomes increasingly significant starting in the low
end of the MTR regime (>1C •- n/cm2-s) for the smaller effective surface energy but only at
a much higher flux (>5xlC- 3 n/cm 2 at 290°C) for the larger effective surface energy.
Uncertainties in the self-diffusion coefficient and cascade cluster production cross sections
also have a larse effect on cluster recombination. At 290°C a variation of the activation
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energy by 20 kJ/mole corresponds to a factor of about 75 in D^. The equivalent range of
vacancy emission rates for a 0.3 nm cluster is produced by variations in yeff of about 0.43
J/m 2 . The fraction of vacancies in large clusters £iov is also not well established, bui
recombination is at most only linearly, rather than exponentially, sensitive to variations in
this parameter.
In regimes where matrix recombination is not significant (fSm = 1)» Equation 21 simplifies
to

f

_L_ «
1+ct

1

(22)

lC(T)|

At very high flux a is much greater than 1, hence, fgc ~ I/a ~ l/C(Tj)<}>. In the cascade
cluster dominated regime, 0tdct increases in direct proportion to flux. A cascade vacancycluster recombination model in the form of Equation 22 has been previously applied to
modeling MTR and surveillance irradiation data [6]. Recently, experiments involving
irradiations over a wide range of fluxes up to about 5xl0 1 3 n/cm 2 -s coupled with postirradiation annealing studies, have also provided considerable support for the cascade
vacancy cluster recombination model [25].
In summary, the models suggest that matrix recombination is not important and solute trap
recombination is probably not significant under normal circumstances. However, cascade
vacancy-cluster recombination may be significant for MTR irradiation conditions and in this
case would contribute to significant flux and temperature effect on embrittlement. Better
experimental and theoretical (i.e., by MD-EA methods) evaluations of the key material
properties (Qsd, Yeff, £nv. etc.) are needed to further refine the recombination models.

VI. DEFECT AND SOLUTE CURRENTS
Nucleation and growth of large extended defect clusters is due to imbalances in the vacancy
and interstitial currents (DC) resulting from sink bias. Consider the case where network
dislocations, S p , with a bias, B, and unbiased vacancy clusters, S c , are the only sinks.
The net vacancies flow to the clusters normalized by the fraction of the defects that escape
recombination
(DyCy - DjCj )Sc
=

SpSpB
( S c +S p )(Sp(l+B) + S c )

<y\\
{
>

For small values of B, Equation 23 has a maximum value of about 0.25B for S p equal to
S c . If. recombination and thermally stable cascade clusters are neglected, this condition
places an approximate upper bound on the number of vacancies or interstitials that can
aggregate in larger extended defect clusters of O^SB^dpa^ (or about l^xlO-^B^t). For
a nominal B of 0.1 this is equivalent to a vacancy or interstitial cluster volume fractions of
about 1.6X10"4 per 10 19 n/c~-. The upper bound would be reduced by an imbalance in tie
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sink strengths, the presence of other sinks and vacancy emission. Equivalent expressions
can be developed for net interstitial currents at biased sinks and for other combinations of
sink structures.
Excess concentrations of both vacancies and interstitials lead to a significant multiplication
of solute diffusion rates or radiation enhanced diffusion (RED). The major consequence of
RED is to accelerate the formation of phases that would otherwise form thermally but at a
slow rate. In the case where the solutes do not interact with the vacancies or interstitials, the
RED coefficient, D*, can be approximated as
D* = fcjDiCi + fcvDyCv » 2fs(<|>,T0$tGdpa4>/St + Dth = K(0,Ti,...)<t> +
where fCi and fcv are correlation coefficients approximately equal to unity and Dth is the
thermal diffusion coefficient. For the typical case that D* is much greater than Dth, *he flux
and temperature dependence of <{)tdct is contained in the K(<|>,Ti) factor. At low damage rates
K and, hence, 4>tdCt are independent of flux; at very high damage rates in the cascade
cluster dominated regime, K is inversely proportional and <j>t<ict is directly proportional to
flux. In the very low flux limit where D* is on-the-order of Dth, <j)tdct is again proportional
to flux.
More complicated treatments (e.g. based on Equation 20) are needed in the case of bound
defect-solute complexes. However, for relatively weak binding energies H?v less than
about 20 kJ/mole, the vacancy-solute binding enhancement of D* can be approximated as
D* = [2fs(<{),T)^adpaQ/St]ESv

(25a)

E s v = [ l+0.5exp(HJ,v/RT)]

(25b)

where

The maximum value of the exp(H^7RT) term is 1/CS, where C s is the solute concentration.
Based on reported copper-vacancy binding energies of 13.5 kJ/mole [44], E sv is about 10
at 290°C. Neglecting recombination, this yields a nominal K equal to 2.4xlO"31cm4 for
the properties given in Table 1.
Diffusion of tightly bound interstitial/vacancy-solute trap complexes to sinks also results in
radiation induced segregation (RIS) [49]. For RPV conditions diffusion of interstitialsubsized solute atom complexes would probably be the dominant source of RIS. The
majority (or in some cases all) of the interstitial-solute complexes arriving at sinks
recombine with the nearly equal (or equal) current of vacancies, thereby depositing and
enriching solute to a level limited by back diffusion via vacancy exchange. The currents of
these species DSiCsi can be approximated from the interstitial equivalent of Equation 20
yielding
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(26)
S s exp(-Hb/RT)+S l
where H b is the solute-interstitial binding energy and S s is the solute trap sink strength of
about 4jcrtCs/fla. For large Hu1, the lower bound on the fraction of the interstitials arriving
at sinks as complexes is l/(St/Ss + 1); hence, for the typical case of S s much greater than
S t , solutes are deposited at sinks approximately at the rate of interstitial generation.
Additional inflow and outflow of solutes by vacancies-exchange takes place in the same
ratio (but not rate) as for thermal equilibrium conditions. For dilute alloys (C^ « 1, where
is thermal solubility limit of the solute) the solubility limit under irradiation Qsi is

~

C ss fl a St

For any reasonable choices of S s and r t , CSSi is much less than C s s . Thus a major
consequence of RIS may be radiation-induced precipitation of non-equilibrium phases.
viz., precipitates that would not form thermally. Extended defect cluster-solute complexes
also result from this form of radiation-induced segregation. Such complexes may be the
precursors to radiation induced precipitates. Radiation-induced segregation can also take
place at fixed sinks such as grain boundaries.
VH MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION
The previous sections form a sound physical basis to model the effects of vacancy and
interstitial clustering and accelerated or induced solute diffusion on extended defect
formation and precipitation, or microstructural evolution, as a function of the irradiation
and metallurgical variables. To date embrittlement models have focused on only two types
of features: a) copper rich precipitates (CRP); and b) a general class of unidentified
features commonly referred to as 'matrix defects'. Radiation enhanced CRP are well
established and form as a consequence of RED [1,3-9,31,50]. The matrix defects may
include extended defect clusters (EDC), EDC-solute complexes and other precipitate
phases that are enhanced, induced or modified by irradiation.
The rate theory equations described in the previous section can be extended to provide a
complete kinetic model of defect and solute cluster evolution by a set of coupled differential
equations that account for ill generation, growth and shrinkage reactions that produce or
remove the cluster of a particular size class. While obtaining numerical solutions to a large
number of these often exceedingly stiff equations is not trivial, such detailed formulations
are generally computationally feasible for RPV steels, since the clusters are 'relatively'
small. Further, in principle, it is possible to generalize the approach to model the formation
of defect-solute complexes md multielement precipitates, although the complexity rapidly
escalates with the number of species. The general computational scheme is illustrated in
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Figure 8. The rate constants can incorporate an essentially arbitrary level of physical detail
describing various thermal and irradiation mediated processes.
a. Extended Defect Clusters (EDC)
Embrittlement models have explicitly or implicitly associated the matrix defects with one or
another type of EDC [1,3-9,43,51-54]. For example, early work by Odette modeled the insitu production and self-annealing kinetics of small cascade vacancy-clusters [53]. This
was later modified to include a second matrix defect, postulated to be a growing nanovoid
[6-8], in terms of an empirical expression for a contribution to the transition temperature
shift, ATmcj2, as
AT md2 =8tnd2(Ti)(Frnd2+Nmd2Ni)V<t»t-<|)tmcj2

(28)

where the Gmd2(T), Fmci2, Nmd2and <j>tmd2 are fit functions or constants reflecting the
increasing importance of this feature with decreasing irradiation temperature and increasing
nickel content and fluence. Fisher and co-workers [4, 5] proposed a generally similar
model for the matrix defect, postulated to be a dislocation loop, in the form

AT md i = 6 m d i ( T 0 V ^

(29)

where the magnitude of 6mdl depends on the type of steel. Notably, while it might be
expected on theoretical grounds, no explicit flux dependence is included in either treatment.
More detailed models of EDC are needed.
Since interstitial-emission rates are negligible [43] and thermal vacancy absorption can be
neglected, rapid growth of interstitial loops above a critical nucleus size of only a few (£3)
defects would be expected. The corresponding excess vacancies could accumulate at
growing vacancy clusters or be annihilated at network dislocations with lower bias. In the
simplest approximation, homogeneous loop nucleation rates would scale roughly as
V((J)/Di) [55]. Hence, due to the large values of the interstitial diffusion coefficient, loop
populations might be negligible. However, direct formation of supercritically sized loops as
cascade interstitial-clusters (or perhaps heterogeneous nucleation at interstitial-trapping
sites) would be much more rapid. For loop number densities between 10 17 and 10 18 /cm 3 a
modest excess loop bias (e.g., > 1) would be expected to yield loops of 2.0 nm or larger at
fluences of around 1019n/cni2-s. However, loops are typically not observed at fluences of
less about 5xlO 19 n/cm 2 . Further, even modestly sized interstitial loops would be stable
during post irradiation annealing, at least without a corresponding source of excess
vacancies. Such stability is inconsistent with the rapid recovery of a matrix defect
contribution to strengthenir.g observed during low temperature post-irradiation annealing
(see below). The reasons fc: the apparent absence of loops are not understood.
One possibility is that there is a very high density of small (subvisible) loops. However,
the corresponding ultrahigr. sink density ( » 10 l l /cm 2 ) would be inconsistent with both
observed rates of RED and typical levels of hardening. A more plausible reason could be
that interstitial solutes (e.g. carbon and nitrogen) atmospheres shield loop strain fields,
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reducing their bias and sink strength. Computer simulations suggest that while small loops
in iron initially nucleate and grow in the a/2<l 10> faulted configuration, they convert to
perfect prismatic a/2<lll> or a<100> loops at cluster sizes above about 10 to 20
interstitials [56]. Thus another hypothesis for the failure to observe these features is that a
low probability of a pre-existing jog, or the necessity to nucleate a jog, would make such
Small prismatic loops inefficient sinks. Other possible 'explanations' include: aVcnc iriermai
stability (binding energies) of small interstitial clusters:'
b)
vacancy and interstitial cascade clusters efficiently co-annihilate during ^ *
Interstitial clustering models have been applied to loop nucleation and growth [43,54] and
can be extended to include an essentially arbitrary level of physical and mathematical detail.
However, meaningful modeling will require a better understanding of the basic properties
of small interstitial-cluster-solute complexes. Again, MD-EA modeling could play a key
role in determining these properties.
In addition to the small thermally unstable vacancy-clusters that are produced directly in
displacement cascades, excess vacancy supersaturations can nucleate growing vacancyclusters or nanovoids. A unified kinetic model of vacancy-cluster evolution can be based on
solving an explicit set of clustering, or master, equations with the general form
dCj/dt = Tiij.iCj_i + (nij+i + Vj+i)Cj+i - (riij + tlvj + Yj )Cj + G vj. j =1. W

(30a)

where Cj is the concentration of clusters containing j-vacancies, and jmax is the maximum
cluster size, typically several hundred to a few thousand vacancies (hence, equations). The
flows in cluster size space represented by Equation 30a correspond to the positive abcissa
in Figure 8. The rate coefficients (T| and y) are the absorption rates (T|) for vacancies
(subscript v) and interstitials (subscript i) ,
lij

j iQ

a

(30b)

and vacancy-emission rates (y).
(30c)

The Gvj is the direci genera non rate of cascade vacancy-clusters of size j . Alternate forms
of Equation 30a are required for the j = 1, jmax-l ^ ^ Jjmax size classes. For the j = 1,
Equation 14, including appropriate cluster vacancy absorption and emission terms, is
solved. For jmax-l, tr.e shrinkage rates from j ma x are set equal to 0; however, the net flow
of clusters through j-ax-i i> accumulated in j m a x - The set of jmax equations are integrated
using a stiff equation solver (.i.e., GEAR [57]). Considerable insight can also be gained
from analytical steacy-state solutions to Equation 30 obtained by setting dCj/dt = 0 and
ignoring the clusters as sinks and vacancy-sources.
Primary defect generation processes dominate nanovoid evolution kinetics. Figure 9a
shows steady-state vacancy-cluster distributions at 290°C and a flux of 5xl0 12 n/cm2-s for
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Yeff of 1.2 J/m 2 . The dashed curve assumes there is no cascade cluster generation. The
solid curve assumes a 1 barn (10"24 cm 2 ) cross section for forming cascade clusters
containing 10 vacancies. The modest cascade vacancies-cluster generation rate (less than
1% of the primary displacements) increases the nanovoid concentrations at steady-state
(and corresponding nucleation rates) by about 4 orders of magnitude. Figure 9b shows the
evolution of the cluster size distribution for this case up to a fluence of 10 19 n/cm2. Figures
10a to 10c show the corresponding average nanovoid size, number density and volume
fractions for this case as well as irradiations at higher temperature (320°C) and lower flux
(ixlO 1 2 n/cm2-s). The higher temperatures and lower fluxes result in increased nanovoid
sizes, slightly smaller volume fractions and much lower number densities.
Predictions of vacancy cluster evolution kinetics are very sensitive to the material
properties, particularly Yeff. as illustrated in Figure l l a . Here, the steady-state nanovoid
nucleation rate, J ss , as a function of flux is shown for a range of Yeff at 290°C. Note this
range of Yeff also acts as a good surrogate for uncertainties in other material properties (e.g.
D s d) as well. The conditions for 'significant' vacancy clustering, defined (somewhat
arbitrarily) as the nucleation rate required to create 10 17 /cm 3 nanovoids in 10 19 n/cm2, is
shown as a dashed line. Figure l i b plots the flux required for this condition as a function
of Yeff for various temperatures. These results indicate that if Yeff is sufficiently low (< 1.3
J/m 2 ), nanovoids may be significant component of embrittlement microstructures over a
large range of MTR irradiation conditions. Nanovoids form at larger Yeff (< 1-7 J/m2) at
lower irradiation temperatures or very high fluxes ( » 1 0 1 3 n/cm 2 -s). However, they
generally diminish in importance at very low surveillance fluxes or higher irradiation
temperatures. Unlike the case of interstitial-loops, there is evidence that vacancies-clustercomplex features develop in irradiated RPV steels and particularly in simple ferritic model
steels.
Independent evaluation of yeff is difficult Characteristic values for clean, bulk surfaces are
in excess of 2 J/m 2 [43,58] in this case negligible nanovoid evolution would be expected at
290°C even for high flux MTR irradiations. However, these large values may not be
appropriate for very small cluster sizes [59] and in impure metals subject to surface
segregation [58]. Molecular dynamics, density functional and standard segregation
thermodynamics methods could be used to better determine appropriate values of Yeff- A
more practical approach to constraining the range of Yeff could based on modeling the
thermal stability of vacancy-cluster microstructures under PIA. This is discussed below.
When nanovoid nucleation and growth rates are negligible, vacancy-feature kinetics are
dominated by in-siru annealing rate of cascade vacancy-clusters. Considering only a single
vacancies-cluster size class ij) this can be simply modeled as
Cvj = GvjTv- [ 1 - exp(-t/Tvj]
where the effective cascade vacancies-cluster relaxation time, tvj» is given by

(32)
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(33)

Steady-state is reached at t » x v j with C^ = GvjXvj.
Evolution of extended defect clusters during PIA annealing can also be modeled using
Equation 30 with appropriate modification of the T| and \j/ coefficients. A simpler, albeit
less rigorous, approach is to evaluate the average time for the complete dissolution of a
individual cluster of size j . Assuming equilibrium matrix concentrations of vacancies, the
interstitial-loops would be expected to be fairly stable, annealing at self-diffusion controlled
rates, given by

where r| v j is given by Equation 30b with DVCV = DSd. Excess vacancies released by
coincident vacancy-cluster annealing would decrease Xaij- Nanovoids are much less stable
than loops due to the large effect of the surface energy (e.g., exp(2Yeff&m/rvjRT) » 1 ) .
The characteristic nanovoid annealing time t av j is given by Equation 33. A lower bound on
Xayj is given by neglecting the vacancy absorption term
xavj

I{=1[ 1/Vjl

(35)

The variation of Xajj and tavj with annealing temperature, T a , for a range of Yeff and j are
shown in Figure 12. The predicted annealing times for interstitial-loops are much longer
than for the vacancies-aggregates. However, the larger nanovoids (j > 50) also have very
long dissolution times at lower annealing temperatures even for high YeffObserved matrix defect annealing kinetics are inconsistent with the dissolution times
predicted for the loops [25]. Likewise, the annealing times characteristic of even
moderately sized nanovoids (j = 50) are also inconsistent with observation for low values
of Yeff that permit the formation of a significant population of these features in the first
place. While there are indications that the thermal stability of the matrix features increase at
higher fluence [24]. the general implication of these results is that large nanovoids and
interstitial-loops are not significant at least up to about 10 19 n/cm2; however, these features
may evolve at higher fluences. Smaller vacancy-cluster complexes (and possibly small
interstitial-loops which could co-anneal) are more likely candidate EDC matrix defects. If
loops with large bias eventually do begin to develop, they would provide an additional
driving force for a co-evolution of nanovoids, leading to accelerated hardening and
embrittlement.
b. Copper Rich Precipitates . CRP)
Early theoretical predictions [4, 50] that small coherent (bcc) copper (richt precipitates
(CRP) are the dominant microstrucrural feature leading to embrittlement in steels containing
significant impurity concenrations of this element have been verified by many experimental
studies (see reference 31 for a list of citations). Further, simple precipitation models have
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been highly successful in qualitatively rationalizing, and in many cases quantitatively
predicting, the effects of embrittlement and annealing variables. A common feature of these
models is recognition that typical copper impurity levels greatly exceed the equilibrium
solubility limit around 300°C [24,60-62]. Figure 13 plots the copper solvus, QusCT), for
the equilibrium fee phase as well as for bec copper with a coherent interface energy of 0.4
J/m 2 [24, 63] and precipitate radii from 0.5 nm to infinity (e.g., the bulk bee phase). The
bec phase increases the copper solubility by about a factor of 2 at around 290°C. The
Gibbs-Thompson factor (see below) is somewhat larger for small precipitates (i.e. 11.2 for
a precipitate radius of 0.5 nm). Typical copper impurity concentrations are in the range of
5X10"4 to 5xl0" 3 . Hence, clearly copper precipitation can occur under irradiation. Note,
Figure 13 also shows the typical range of heat treatment temperatures, which may limit the
copper concentration in solution (due to pre-precipitation) prior to irradiation.
Subject to the considerable uncertainties of extrapolation from higher copper concentrations
and aging temperatures, estimates of thermal precipitation times at 290°C range from about
2x10 5 to 107 h [4, 8, 24]. However, under irradiation precipitation is essentially complete
within 2000 h or less for typical MTR fluxes of about 4xl0 12 n/cm 2 -s. Indeed, radiation
enhanced precipitation has been reported at temperatures as low as 170°C, clearly
demonstrating an enormous RED effect [4].
Fisher and co-workers developed a RED model for copper-precipitation based on the
following elements [4,5]. The time to peak strength (yield stress or hardness) under
irradiation, tp1, scales with the corresponding time under thermal aging (without
irradiation), t p , by the ratio of the thermal equilibrium vacancy-concentration to the
vacancy-concentration under irradiation [C*/Cv] as
tp' = tp[Cj/Cv]

(36a)

The thermal aging rime to peak strength is empirically determined by extrapolating a fit to
the lower legs of time-temperature copper precipitation/strengthening c-curves constructed
from data in the literature. The vacancy concentration under irradiation is evaluated based
on Equation 24, neglecting recombination (fs = 1). The peak strengthening is assumed to
depend only on the effective copper-content and determined following the analysis of
Russell and Brown. The effective copper content is based on a reduction of the nominal
concentration by the amount that is located in CuS inclusions, hence, is unavailable for
precipitation. The fluence dependence of embrittlement is treated by a simple empirical
representation of a generic aging time-strength curve that depends only on the magnitude of
and time to peak strength. Thus the RED kinetics are fully represented by
tp' = tp[QaSiexp(-Q5d/RTiyG]

(36b)

While this formulation has a. direct tie to thermal aging data, the RED scaling depends on
the validity both of the empirical extrapolation for tp and the choice of QSd- Good
agreement with observed dr_i trends was found using a low value for Qsd of 235.4 kJ/mole
which is at "the lower end of the measured range". Further, Equation 36 does not provide
any explicit dependence of RED precipitation kinetics (e.g., (frt^t) on flux.
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Odette independently developed a RED model [50] based on
D* = K<)> = 2^tadpa<l>/St(Dd1/DSd] = lO'30^

(37)

where the estimate of K (10"30 cm4) is for a slightly different set of material properties than
given in Table 1. The [D^/Dsd] factor approximately accounts for vacancy-copper binding
energy; the estimated value of 10 is consistent with Equation 25b. While lacking a direct
tie to thermal aging data, this treatment avoids the sensitivity to tp and Qsd found in the
Fisher model. This treatment was subsequently modified to account for the effects of
cascade vacancy cluster recombination with an empirical representation of Equations 22 and
25 in the form [6]

cm2/s

(38)

Note the estimates of K in Equations 37 and 38 are about 4 times the nominal theoretical
value.
Odette's precipitation model is based on the presumption that nucleation occurs early in
irradiation and that the kinetics are dominated by diffusion-controlled growth. The model
also assumes that: a) copper re-emission from the precipitates can be neglected; and b) CRP
contain other elements (initially about 50% iron [50] later modified to consider other
constituents [6-8]) arriving at a rate directly proportion to copper. Initially the effective
copper content, Que, was assumed to be the nominal copper concentration [50]. However,
in subsequent treatments, the reduction in the matrix copper due to pre-precipitation during
heat treatment as well as CuS inclusions was recognized [6-8]. The revised model also:
a) postulates that nickel has a retarding influence on pre-precipitation; and b) adds an
effective phosphorous content contribution to C c u e reflecting the possible irradiation
induced or enhanced precipitation of this element.
For a specified precipitate number density, N crp , the fractional of precipitated copper, 0 =
fcrp/Ccue. can be found by integrating the diffusional growth equation, yielding [50]
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(39)

where Xcup is the CRP copper content. Equation 39 cannot be readily inverted to solve for
0; however to a good approximation © is given by
0 = 1- expi- 10.55K3'-ot3/2 Ncrp cJf e x-^)

(40)
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as illustrated in Figure 14. Note that modified or alternative versions of RED precipitation
models have been developed by other workers [9,64]
The RED factor K (hence, D*) can be evaluated by fitting ©(<j>t) data using Equation 40
along with measured values of Que. NCrp and Xcup- Data from small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) measurements on several commercial Mn-Mo bainitic steels irradiated at
288°C at a flux of about 4xl0 12 n/cm 2 -s to a fluence of about lxl0 1 9 n/cm 2 , yields a K
averaging about 5.5±2xlO- 31 cm 4 [24]. These estimates are approximate due to
uncertainties in the measurements (0, Cc ue , N c r p and XcUp) as well as assumptions in the
model. However, the measured radiation enhanced diffusion factor values compare well
with the nominal value predicted by Equation 25 of 2.4 xlO-31cm4. The differences can be
readily explained by lower effective sink densities. At a flux of 4xl0 1 2 n/cm 2 the
corresponding D* is 2.2 xlO"18cm2/s compared to an extrapolated thermal diffusion
coefficient Dth at 300°C of about 2.0xl0"23 cm 2 /s [65]. While the Dth estimates are also
highly uncertain at such low temperatures, with plausible values ranging from about 10~21
to 2xlO*25 m 2 /s, an enormous RED factor is indicated. Similar analysis for different
materials and irradiation conditions shows that K[24]: a) is higher for the simple ferritic
(Fe-Cu-C-Ni) model steel, consistent with the lower dislocation sink density in this alloy;
b) decreases with increasing fluence, consistent with a buildup in the sink density; and c)
increases with decreasing flux and increasing irradiation temperature, consistent with
predictions of the recombination models described previously.
Figure 15 shows transition temperature shifts predicted by combining Equations l(the
Russell-Brown model), 4 (linear superposition), 14 (using L c v of 0.65°C/MPa) and 40
(with xcup of 0.6). The shifts are plotted as a function of K(J>t for a range of effective copper
contents and CRP densities. Note the specified Nap, CcUe, XpcU scale the non-dimensional
fluence (2-63N^C^x"^)K<j>t in Figure 15. The dashed curves show empirical estimates
of CRP contribution to embrittiement for welds found by subtracting a matrix damage term
(Equation 28 with ATmd2 = (8+30Ni)\ V(<))t) (°C), where Ni is in percent and <|>t in units of
10 19 n/cm2) from the surveillance data base correlation for welds [3]. The empirical
curves have been scaled assuming a K of 10"30 cm 4 . This simple formulation has been
highly successful in describing many of the key features of CRP evolution and the
corresponding mechanical property changes. However, the diffusion controlled growth
model is clearly overly simplified and cannot be used to predict precipitate densities or
accurately model the effect of low copper contents.
A more rigorous treatmen: can be based on a full nucleation, growth and coarsening
clustering model (Equation 30). In the simplest case the r\ and \y absorption and emission
terms are modified to account for RED and thermal emission of copper atoms. Assuming
diffusion controlled kinencs, the clustering model requires only D*. the equilibrium
solubility of copper. Qus^ ^ d ^ e energy of the coherent precipitate-iron interface, YcohTh e Qus ^ d YCOh parame:e:s mediate the balance of mechanisms (nucleation, growth and
coarsening) controlling the precipitate evolution kinetics while K fixes absolute fluence
scale. Elaborations of the clustering model include: interface or mixed rate control; alloyed
precipitates (which effects : : r p , CcUS and Ycoh); coherency strain free energy contributions;
heterogeneous nucleation: md dynamic effects of radiation such as resolutioning and
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copper vacancy cluster-complexes (the latter may be another form of heterogeneous
nucleation).
Figure 16a to d show predictions of the full clustering model for a copper content of 0.3%
at 290°C and a flux of 4xlO 12 n/cm2-s assuming a Ycoh of 0.4 J/m2 and a K of 10-30 cm 4 .
Xhe cluster size distribution develops a minimum (pinches off) at about 10 18 n/cm 2
signaling the end of the nucleation regime (Figure 16a); at higher fluences the maximum
size increases due to growth and coarsening (Figure 16a). The corresponding precipitate
densities increase up to a broad maximum of about 2xlO 18 /cm 3 between about 0.075 to 2
xl0 1 9 n/cm 2 -s, declining slowly at higher fluences (Figure 16b). The CRP volume
fraction, fcrp, begins to increase rapidly at about 10 17 n/cm2 approaching the limit at about
5xl0 1 8 n/cm2 (Figure 16c). The precipitate radius also increases rapidly in this regime,
transforming from growth to non-equilibrium coarsening dominated kinetics following
nearly full precipitation.
The yield stress increases (using Equations 1 and 4) rapidly between about 1 and
5xl0 18 n/cm 2 , as shown in Figure 17. At higher fluences the strengthening rate decreases
approaching an asymptotic fluence exponent (Aa y a <)>tP) with p of about 0.2. These
predictions are qualitatively consistent with observation [1]. However, data trends suggest
that the entire curve should be shifted down in fluence by a factor of about 2 (the dashed
line). This could be attributed to underestimate of K which may be higher than 10"30 cm 4
for low flux (surveillance) and low fluence conditions. Further, the precipitate number
densities are somewhat larger (by about a factor of 4) than typically observed [24]. Overall,
however, the results are encouraging and generally 'resemble1 the predictions of the simple
diffusional growth model.
Evaluation of the effects of copper content and irradiation temperature with the full
clustering model are also in qualitative agreement with expected increase (or decrease) in
the precipitate number density with higher (or lower) copper content and lower (or higher)
temperature. As the precipitate densities increase, the kinetics in general, and the
strengthening in particular, become more and more dominated by the coarsening
mechanism. In contrast, at low copper concentrations or high temperatures the kinetics
become increasingly dominated by nucleation. Overall, the clustering model shows that
precipitation and strengthening kinetics manifest a complex interplay between nucleation,
growth and coarsening.
To date no effort has been made to fine tune the clustering model parameters or to
incorporate many of the refinements noted above. A key element in developing more
rigorous CRP models is an accurate treatment of the precipitate composition, which
includes significant quantities of manganese and nickel (and to a lesser extent other
elements such as silicon and phosphorous). As noted in the previous section such alloying
may have a significant effect on a number of fundamental CRP properties.
Manganese and nickel enrichment in the CRP can be understood and modeled based on
quasi-equilibrium thermod>"namics treatment [24]. Rigorous formulation requires a rather
complex set of relations and a large number of thermophysical parameters; hence, a
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detailed description of these models is beyond the scope of this paper. However, a
simplified description illustrates the key physical factors controlling precipitate
compositions. Perhaps the most significant factor is associated with the very small
precipitate sizes (r p < 2 nm). In this circumstance, the precipitate-matrix interface adds a
significant contribution to the total molar free energy, F t , as

i

+ AF st ) + AF mix + 2Y C0h Q m /r crp

(41)

where xi is the mole fraction of constituent i, °Fi is the free energy of the pure i in the
reference state, AF s t is the structural free energy change between the reference and
solution states, AFmix is the free energy of mixing, rcrp is the precipitate radius and Ycoh is
the coherent (chemical) interface energy. For a given amount of copper precipitation both
r c r p and Ycoh are functions of composition. The chemical interface energy can be
approximated as [66]
Ycoh (Cu, Mn, Ni) - ^AxjpHspisZs/NaZ

(42)

where Axip is the difference between the precipitate and matrix concentration and Hsi is the
enthalpy of solution of the i'th constituent, Zg is the number of bonds across the interface («
2), n s is the number of atoms per unit area of interface and z is the lattice coordination (63).
Since the enthalpy of solution for copper in iron is much greater than for either manganese
or nickel, Ycoh ~ Ycoh(Cu)x2 . Hence, these solutes may decrease the total free energy of
small precipitates, even if they increase the corresponding bulk free energy of the copper
rich phase. The precise precipitate composition is controlled by both thermodynamic and
kinetic factors. However, it is reasonable to assume that the precipitates grow at a rate of
controlled by the arrival of their primary constituent, copper, and that manganese and nickel
contents are at near quasi-equilibrium levels. Quasi-equllibrium is established when }i^? =
unej and p . ^ = \i ^ n , where the yCs are the constituent chemical potentials, defined from
the standard relation
W = 0Fy8ni) T ,P,n j=i

(43)

where dF\ is the change in total extensive free energy with a change in 8nj are the moles
of i. Based on thermochemical data from the literature [67-70], an iterative minimization
procedure is used to find the compositions A subregular solution model is used to calculate
AFmix- The model predicts CRP compositions as a function of temperature, precipitate
radius and alloy composition. Salient predictions of the CRP composition model include:
Manganese is enriched in the bulk fcc-copper phase in Cu-Mn-Fe alloys. The nonequilibrium enrichment is enhanced by both the lower structural free energy of
manganese in the bcc phase and by its effect on YcohNickel is not enriched in either the bulk fee or bcc copper phases in Cu-Ni-Fe alloys.
However, due to reductions in Ycoh. modest non-equilibrium enrichment of nickel to
bec-copper is predicted at very small precipitate sizes.
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1

Co-enrichment of manganese and nickel is predicted for fcc-copper rich phases in CuNi-Mn-Fe alloys, due to the interaction between manganese and nickel, increased
entropy of mixing and their combined effects on ycoh- Unfortunately, thermodynamic
parameters are not available for bcc-Cu-Ni-Mn phases, but similar or enhanced coenrichment is expected.
Nickel and manganese concentrations increase with decreasing precipitate size,
temperature and nickel and manganese content
At high nickel and manganese contents and low temperatures nickel-manganese rich
phases may form.
Segregation of manganese and nickel to the CRP interface would be expected and
could further increase enrichment in very small precipitates.

Figure 18 shows the estimated manganese plus nickel content of CRP as a function of the
precipitate radius for available matrix solute compositions of Cmn = 0.01 and Cni ~ 0.005.
Partitioning is shown for temperatures of 250°C near the low end of the pressure vessel
range, at 300°C typical of most operating vessels and 450°C characteristic of high
temperature post-irradiation anneals. At 300°C small {- 0.75 nm) CRP contain about 77%
copper, 20% manganese and 3% nickel. The solute concentrations increase rapidly at
smaller sizes and fall of more slowly to near 'bulk' values at 4 nm. Enrichments are much
higher at the low temperatures. Similar, albeit less pronounced, enrichment in other
solutes such as phosphorous and silicon would also be anticipated.
These predictions are generally consistent with experimental observations. There is also
experimental confirmation of the model prediction that post irradiation annealing (PIA)
reduces the manganese and nickel contents markedly due to the higher temperatures and
larger (coarsened) precipitate sizes [24,31].
Solute enrichment directly increases the volume fraction of CRP relative the available
copper content. However, indirect effects could also be significant. Even relatively small
concentrations of solutes that reduce ycoh would result in significant reductions the local
copper solubility, hence, corresponding increases the nucleation rates and precipitate
number densities. The potential of form nickel-manganese rich phases (containing lesser
amounts of copper and iron) may also be significant. While quasi-equilibrium
thermodynamics suggests ihat the copper rich phases are compact clusters, the nickel
manganese rich features may constitute the ghostly 'clouds' or 'atmospheres' reported in
some atom probe studies. Finally, recent Monte Carlo simulations have suggested that of
nickel and manganese may both: a) form ordered regions within CRP; and b) segregate to
the iron-precipitate interface. These simulations also point to the possible existence of very
small copper-nickel-manganese clusters (e.g. less than about 10 to 20 atoms) with
complex, non-compact, shapes. While such features may not produce mechanical property
changes per-se, they may L-rluence the interpretation of small angle neutron scattering data.
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The PIA kinetics of CRP depend on their as-irradiated characteristics and the matrix
composition as well as annealing temperature and time. Clustering models (Equation 30)
can also be applied to CRP evolution during PIA. The PIA models show that CRP undergo
both dissolution and more rapid coarsening and property changes during PIA than might be
predicted by simple treatments due to:
The large' non-linear Gibbs-Thompson term [exp(2YCOh^m/rCrpRT)] for small CRP
The decrease in the CRP manganese and nickel contents noted previously. This
composition change also results in a higher value of yCoh» further accelerating
coarsening.
A large effect of the decrease in the density of CRP on strengthening due to
superposition with pre-existing dispersed obstacle strengthening contributions.
Possible release of vacancies from vacancies-clusters during annealing enhancing
copper diffusion rates.
In spite of the limited dissolution and enhanced coarsening kinetics, the CRP features are
relatively stable under PIA. Notably, the copper contained in coarsened precipitates is not
available for precipitation during subsequent re-irradiations. Outstanding questions about
CRP annealing include the co-evolution with vacancy clusters, noted above, and the
possibility of alternate evolution mechanisms, such as accelerated coarsening of precipitates
attached to dislocations. Finally, the CRP undergo a complex transition from coherent bcc
to incoherent fee structures via a complex semi-coherent R9 transition phase [71]; the
properties of this phase are not well known.
In summary, more rigorous clustering-thennodynamic models suggest that CRP evolution
involves a complex interplay between nucleation, growth and coarsening that is sensitive to
precipitate, hence, alloy composition. Better experimental and theoretical (i.e. by MD-EA
methods) evaluations of the key material properties (e.g., D*, yCoh* Qus. AJ?mix) are
needed to further refine the clustering models. Further, interactions between the evolution
of CRP and other irradiation enhanced or induced features during both irradiation and PIA
may be significant. Such interactions are discussed briefly below.

c. Extended Defect Cluster (EDC) Complexes
and Modified Pfiases

and Other Radiation

Induced

It is almost certain that extended defect clusters are complexed with solute atoms. Radiation
induced segregation (RIS: due to point defect-solute complex migration described
previously is implicitly associated with defect clustering. Clustering also drives a second
RIS mechanism associated with preferential vacancy exchange (this mechanism is probably
not significant for RPV cor.iitions). Complexing may also arise from equilibrium thermal
segregation (equal chemical potentials) due to:
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Surface/interface active elements (i.e., carbon, nitrogen, nickel and copper and,
particularly, phosphorous) concentrating at the vacancy clusters and dislocation loop
stacking faults.
Strain-energy-induced enrichment of subsized (e.g., carbon and nitrogen and
phosphorous) atoms in impurity atmospheres of dislocation loops, and at coherent
interfaces and free surfaces. .
Thermal and RIS segregation mechanisms can work in tandem. Segregation probably
alters the thermal stability and sink strengths of EDC and as well as their effect on the yield
stress. However, a more profound consequence of segregation at cluster-complexes may
be radiation induced precipitation, at solute concentrations below the thermodynamic
solubility limit (Equations 26 and 27).
A large variety of carbide, nitride (or more precisely carbonitride), phosphide and other
compound phases have been observed in unirradiated as well as irradiated RPV alloys [30].
In iron the quasi-equilibrium carbon rich phase is orthorombic Fe3C. In low alloy RPV the
carbides are highly alloyed (FeMn)3C and (FeMo)2C. Typical atomic carbon concentrations
range from about 2 x 10' 3 to 10"2. However, in heat treated RPV steels most of the carbon
is likely to be bound in relatively stable coarse precipitate structures due to its high mobility
and low solubility. Hence, carbon may have a modest direct role in embrittlement
microstnictures. However, this may not be the case for phosphorous and nitrogen.
The temperature and composition dependence of phosphorous and nitrogen solubility can
be used to evaluate the propensity to form phosphide and nitride phases under irradiation.
The solubility limits Cp/ns for pure FeaXb (e.g., Fe3P or Fe4N) are given by [24,72]

C x s « exp[AT(FeaXb)(a+b)/bRT]

(44a)

A°F(FeaXb) = [°F(FeaXb) - (a°Ffe -b<>Fx)/(a+b)]

(44b)

Here the °F are the pure compound/element free energies. In the case of alloyed (mixed)
compound phases (Fei.yMyWXb the expression for C xs is modified as
Cxs = exp(A°F(a+b)/bRT)/{ l+[exp(-A°F'(a+b)/aRT)-l]a m } a/b

(45a)

where am is the activiry of alloying element M in the iron matrix and
A°F = A°F(M3Xb) - A°F(FeaXb)

For a pure alloy pha<<? M a Xs. Cx< is given by is given by

(45b)
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C x s = exp(AOF(MaXb)(a+b)/bRT)/a^b

(46)

The assumptions and approximations in these models will be presented elsewhere [24].
However, it is noted that the results are particularly sensitive to the metal atom activities,
am, and thermochemical data (i.e., compound formation energies A°F) [73-75]. Figure 19
shows solubility limits of phosphorous and nitrogen in equilibrium with for the FesP
(Figure 19a) and Fe4N (Figure 19b) phases along with the typical ranges of impurity
concentrations and heat treatment temperatures (600 to 675°C). Both phosphorous and
nitrogen fall well below the concentration limit for thermal precipitation during heat
treatment. This is also the case for phosphorous at normal service temperatures of about
290°C However, radiation induced segregation (Equation 27) might reduce the
phosphorous solubility limits to negligible levels (dashed line). Iron nitrides could
thermally precipitate at 290°C at concentrations near the upper end of the typical range of
nitrogen contents. While RIS is unlikely to have a direct effect on Fe4N formation,
segregation of nitrogen to dislocation loops would promote the formation of these
precipitates.
A major active alloying element in RPV steels is molybdenum. Figure 19 shows the effect
of a small concentration of SxlO"4 free molybdenum on the phosphorous and nitrogen in
equilibrium with mixed (MoFe)3P (Figure 19a) and pure M02N (Figure 19b) respectively.
The actual effective free molybdenum could be higher or lower, depending on the
composition and volume fraction of the competing carbide phases. While the computed
solubility limits may not be very accurate, they qualitatively demonstrate that even small
quantities of free molybdenum could induce the precipitation of fine scale alloy
carbonitrides and phosphides at 290°C. The formation of iron and alloy carbonitride and
phosphide phases prior to irradiation would depend on the alloy's thermal history.
Precipitation of most of the residual fraction, of these elements left in solution could take
place under irradiation.
A plausible sequence of events for phosphide evolution is as follows: a) segregation of
phosphorous to unstable EDC-complexes; b) re-arrangement of the complexes into
metastable radiation induced (by RIS) Fe3P phases; and c) subsequent formation of
thermodynamically stable (FeMo)3P at accelerated rates due to RED infiltration of
molybdenum. Alternately, alloy phosphides may form directly at molybdenum clusters
promoted by RED. The morphology of these phases might resemble thermal phosphides
that first precipitate as fine rods (matrix) and platelets (near dislocations) with facecentered-orthorombic habit plates close to {100} a [76]. The upper-bound for the radiationinduced or enhanced phosphide volume fraction is about 4 times the available phosphorous
concentration or about 2x10"-.
In iron the equilibrium nitride is fee y-Fe4N, which forms via a series of metastable
transition phases [76]. Owing to its high intrinsic mobility, interstitial nitrogen is not a
candidate for RIS or direct radiation induced precipitation. However, nitrogen would
segregate to EDC and could form iron nitrides. The RED of molybdenum to these sites
could result in the formation of more stable M02N. Alternately alloy nitrides may also form
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directly at molybdenum clusters formed by RED. The maximum radiation enhanced alloy
nitride volume fraction is about 3 times the available nitrogen concentration, or about
1.5xlO*3. Note the actual sequence of transition phases and the participation of carbon in
nitrogen rich phases may be somewhat more complex than the simple picture outlined here.
The formation of stable alloy phosphide and nitride phases requires diffusiorial clustering
of molybdenum. Thus, RED precipitation/clustering models based on Equations 30 or 40
might be developed to treat the evolution of these features. A key unknown is the
availability of the phosphorous, nitrogen and molybdenum prior to and during irradiation.
Solutes located in relatively stable pre-existing phases, or strongly bound at defects and
interfaces, initially would be unavailable for fine scale precipitation under irradiation.
However, thermal emission and cascade resolutioning (either direct ejection or a
disordering mechanism) could provide a continuous source of matrix solutes. Thus over an
extended period of time, the microchemistry could evolve towards a lower energy state as
the solutes re-partition to more stable alloy phases. This suggests that fine scale alloy
phosphides and carbonitrides may emerge as significant features of irradiation
microstnictures only at high to very high fluence.
There are a number of other chemically active elements in RPV steels which would compete
for the available phosphorous and nitrogen. Calculations indicate that manganese produces
even larger reductions in the nitrogen solubility than molybdenum. However, the reliability
of these calculations is open to serious question. The thermodynamics evaluations also
show that copper strongly interacts with phosphorous. This is consistent with observed
'gettering' of phosphorous at CRP and explains the minimal effect of this element at higher
copper levels. The effects of additions of other elements (chromium, vanadium and
titanium) or higher concentrations of molybdenum have not been considered, but can be
treated in a similar manner. Finally, another possible 'animal' in the menagerie of potential
low temperature phases could derive from the clustering of free matrix molybdenum (not in
carbides) or even low temperature intermetallic laves-phases (e.g., Fe2Mo).
Nickel has been empirically linked with the development of the matrix defects, presumably
in the form of EDC-complexes and/or radiation enhanced or induced phases other than
CRP [1,6-8,77]. Nickel may also undergo either thermal or radiation induced segregation
to EDC, altering their thermal stability (i.e., Yeff) and other basic properties. Thermodynamic evaluations suggest that nickel does not play a direct role the evolution of
phosphides and carbonitrides. However as noted above, nickel-manganese rich phases may
form under some conditions (e.g., low temperature and high solute concentrations). In
principle, nickel may also produce indirect effects by its influence on the activities of
various elements in solution. Kinetic effects of nickel may also be manifested during
thermal heat treatment, (i.e., analogous to the proposed retardation of copper preprecipitation). Nickei-silicon rich phases (e.g. MgC or G-phase JJtH]) have been implicated
in irradiation hardening of iron based alloys at much higher temperatures and fluences.
However, a significant roie for of such features seems less likely for RPV conditions.
Further, nickel has a significant effect on the overall microstructure which may have an
indirect influence on ihe evolution of fine scale irradiation induced features. Finally, nickel
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effects may be partially due to the influence of this element on a wide range of mechanical
properties.
Although EDC complexes would be more stable than bare EDC, very small aggregates
would still recover rapidly during PIA even at relatively low temperatures. The annealing
sequence might first involve reduction in the EDC solute content followed by dissolution
by vacancy emission (vacancy-clusters) or absorption (interstitial-clusters). Small radiation
induced Fe3P, or z&dia,i; on enhanced molybdenum and nickel-manganese clusters (or
atmospheres) would be relatively stable but would re-dissolve at rates governed by
constituent solubility and self-diffusion rates, both depending on the annealing temperature.
However, alloy phosphides and nitrides and intermetallic phases would be expected to be
thermally stable, coarsening at rates roughly comparable to those for CRP.
In summary, kinetic and thermodynamic models indicate that phosphorous and nitrogen
remaining in solution prior to irradiation would be available for a) segregation to vacancyclusters and interstitial-loops by thermal and/or radiation induced mechanisms; and b)
precipitation of radiation-induced Fe3P (by RIS) or enhanced (FeMo)3P and (FeMo)4N (by
RED) phases. Formation kinetics of alloy carbonitride and phosphide phases are probably
controlled by the RED of molybdenum. Radiation enhanced diffusion would also promote
the formation of nickel-manganese and molybdenum rich phases in some circumstances. A
key unknown is the 'availability 'of the solutes. However, initially bound solutes may repartition from metastable sites to the EDC and fine scale radiation enhanced phases at high
fluence.
Clearly additional kinetic and thermodynamic modeling of EDC-complexes and a wide
array of potential precipitates is needed. Accurate specification solute-defect and soluteinteraction and compound formation energies is the key element in developing improved
models. Once again advanced MD-EA and other simulation techniques (e.g., Monte Carlo)
can contribute to better understanding. Comprehensive characterization of both pre- and
post-irradiation microstructures and microchemistries, including the measurements of
matrix concentrations of key elements (C, N, P, Mo, Cu, Ni, Mn), is also needed.
Finally, it is important to note that some alloys undergo an alternate form of embrittlement
related to thermal segregation of phosphorous. Temper embrittlement may be manifested as
a severe weakening of grain boundaries, leading to a change from a transgranular to
intergranular fracture. Such effects have not been reported for typical Mn-Mo RPV steels.
However, RED/RIS segregation may produce more subtle effects related interface and
boundary weakening. Conditions where both hardening and segregation occur would lead
to unusually severe embrittlement. A key factor in understanding such radiation enhanced
temper embrittlement may be the competition between matrix precipitation and boundary
segregation of phosphorous.
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d. Summary of the Microstructural Features and Interactions the Evolution
of Various Evolutions
Table 2 summarizes the putative characteristics, formation mechanisms and thermal stability
of the various irradiation-induced and enhanced features discussed in the preceding
sections. A number of cases where the evolution of one feature (i.e. CRP) during
irradiation or PIA might be influenced by the coincident evolution of other features (i.e.,
vacancies-clusters). Figure 20 summarizes some of these key interactions and suggests
how they might be treated based on simultaneous modeling of defect and solute clustering.
While these co-evolution simulations have not been implemented, they are an important
next step in developing more realistic embrittlement models.
Vm. COMPOSITE MODELS OF EMBRITTLEMENT
The various elements described in the previous section can be readily combined into
integrated embrittlement model, as demonstrated in Figures 15 and 17. While an extensive
discussion of the implications of the integrated models is beyond the scope of this Chapter
a few key points should be noted. First, the copper precipitation models have been highly
successful in qualitatively rationalizing, and in many cases quantitatively predicting, the
separate and coupled effects of many embrittlement variables, including:
Copper effects on the magnitudes and fluence dependence of RED controlled
precipitation strengthening and embrittlement.
Heat treatment effects on pre-precipitation.
Copper-phosphorous interactions.
Nickel effects on CRP volume fractions and number densities and on copper preprecipitation.
Manganese and phosphorous effects on CRP volume fractions and number densities.
Pre-irradiation microsructural effects on RED (sink strengths) and on structure
property relations.
Irradiation temperature effects on precipitate number densities and RED
(recombination).
Flux effects on RED (recombination).
Combined effects of copper, irradiation temperature, flux and fluence on RED and
precipitation kinetics.
Spectrum effecis on free and clustered defect production and RED (recombination)
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Effects of dissolution and accelerated coarsening, composition changes and differences
in strengthening superposition laws on PIA annealing kinetics.
Effects of copper removal in coarsened precipitates on PIA-re-irradiation kinetics.
The models described in this chapter have also been useful in clarifying the role of extended
defect clusters and the effect of key variables on EDC contributions to matrix defect
embrittlement. In particular it seems clear that at low-to-intermediate fluences the matrix
defects are neither large interstitial loops nor nanovoids. Small vacancy-cluster-complexes,
perhaps primarily formed in displacement cascades, are the more likely candidates [25].
However, at least the models (and limited data) also suggest that larger clusters may evolve
at high fluences at least under MTR (high flux) conditions. The significance of these
features would be expected to diminish for surveillance and vessel service (low flux)
conditions. These models also provide a framework to evaluate the effects of various
alloying (i.e. nickel) and impurity (i.e., nitrogen) elements on matrix defect cluster
complexes and the pivotal role played by cascade clusters on the evolution of matrix
features.
One important conclusion derived from considerations of the interactions between CRP and
EDC evolutions concerns the effect of flux. Increasing embrittlement (at low fluence) with
decreasing flux has been observed in high copper containing steels, while the opposite
effect has been found in low copper alloys. This complex behavior can be rationalized and
quantitatively modeled [25] based on a dual role of cascade vacancy clusters. In low copper
steels the clusters contribute directly to a small increment of strengthening that increases
with flux. However, in high copper steels the this effect is off-set by recombination at the
cascade clusters. Recombination retards RED and delays CRP precipitation strengthening.
These concepts can also be extended to model the complex interactions between copper
content, flux, fluence (crossovers) and temperature (inverted sensitivities). However, the
most important conclusion is that these particular rate effects do not persist down to very
low fluxes.
Note there is experimental esidence that the contributions of some matrix defect features do
not decrease at low flux as predicted by the unstable vacancy-cluster models [4-9]. Indeed,
theory suggests that interstitial loop evolution might be relatively flux-independent
(although loops are empirically known to be sensitive to temperature). A flux independent
matrix defect contribution would lead to a continued increase in embrittlement (roughly
proportional to V<j)t) following the completion of flux dependent copper precipitation.
In the either case (flux dependent or independent matrix contribution) a rate effect would
not be observed at sufficiently high fluence for low flux. However, other mechanisms may
give rise to previously unobserved flux/fluence effects at very high fluences (i.e., new
phases) or extremely long dmes even at very low fluxes and fluences (i.e. thermal aging
contributions). For example, the conceptual models developed in this work suggest that
new alloy nitride ar.d phosphide phases may evolve under irradiation (perhaps, along with
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loops and nanovoids) could increase in importance at very high fluences. The minimum
fluence to enter this regime would be expected to decrease with decreasing flux.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This Chapter has emphasized the role of modeling in advancing the state-of-the-art of
predicting irradiation embrittlement of RPV steels. However, it should be made absolutely
clear that further development of physically-based models will require well designed
fundamental experiments. Further, the ultimate application of these models will be to
facilitate the utilization of the engineering data base.
The fundamental experiments include those aimed at particular mechanisms, such as
strengthening superposition and recombination. Integrated embrittlement models must also
be evaluated and validated by controlled single variable (or single variable combination)
microstructural and mechanical property experiments. One key aspect of experimental
validation is assurance that the models correctly predict annealing and re-irradiation
behavior as well as development of embrittlement during the initial irradiation. This
approach to comprehensive model validation is schematically illustrated in Figure 21. Well
controlled tests of the models for a wide range of conditions can be used to severely restrict
the uncertainties in the model parameters (i.e. Yeff), which may be difficult to evaluate
independently.
Perhaps the most important role of modeling is to help to avoid technical surprises. The
results of this study point to at least two possible candidate surprises: a) the development of
additional embrittlement mechanisms (i.e., new phases, accelerated defect development or
even completely new embrirtlement phenomena) at high fluences; and b) large shifts in
fracture toughness that are not well characterized by surveillance based on Charpy-V notch
impact tests. Modeling can play a key role in addressing these and other outstanding
embrittlement issues. In particular models can guide the design of critical experiments and
in the optimal use of accelerated MTR irradiations needed to obtain answers in a timely
manner.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1.

Russell-Brown model predictions of the radius dependence of the yield stress
contributions of copper and copper rich precipitates and nanovoids normalized
by the square root of their volume fraction.

Figure 2.

a) Schematic illustration of a dislocation penetrating an approximately equal
number of strong and weak dispersed obstacles; and b) the net yield stress
change (irradiated or irradiated and annealed) for linear sum (LS) and root
sum square (RSS) superposition models for a pre-irradiation contribution
from strong dispersed obstacles of 100 MPa.

Figure 3.

a) The basis for evaluating ATC illustrated for the Maine Yankee Weld [36].
The intersection of the maximum load (P m ) and general yield (Pgy) lines
specifies the micocleavage fracture stress, a f , which is seen to be independent
of both test temperature and irradiation. Hence the shift in the Charpy curve
at 10 J (ATC) is entirely due to the yield stress increase, Aa y ; b) illustration
of the method to estimate the extra increment of shift at 41 J due to the uppershelf energy (USE) decrease, based on the observation of an approximately
constant 120°C transition temperature interval.

Figure 4.

Tanh Charpy-v notch impact energy curves following irradiation (solid lines
and circles) predicted by the strengthening-shift model based on the increase
in the yield stress (static room temperature) and unirradiated Charpy curves
(dashed lines, cata not shown).

Figure 5.

a) The fraction of primary defects reaching sinks for matrix recombination as
a function of f.ux for various temperatures; and b) the flux at 50% matrix
recombination as a function of temperature and total sink strength.
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Figure 6.

a) The fraction of primary defects reaching sinks at 290°C as a function of
flux for matrix and vacancy trap recombination; b) the flux at 50%
recombination at 290°C as a function of trap binding energy for various trap
concentrations and the total sink strengths.

Figure 7.

The fraction of primary defects reaching sinks at 290° as a function of flux for
matrix and cascade recombination; b) the flux at 50% matrix recombination as
a function of temperature for various surface energies and with and without
cascade clusters.

Figure 8.

Illustration a full clustering model of the evolution of vacancy and interstitial
aggregates, complexes and precipitates.

Figure 9.

a) Steady-state distributions (Jmax=1500) of vacancy clusters at 290°C and a
flux of 5xlO 12 n/cm2-s for y e fpl.2 J/m2, with and without the producton
(1 barn) of 10 vacancy cascade clusters; and b) evolution of the cluster
distribution with fluence.

Figure 10.

Variation of nanovoid parameters with fluence for various irradiation
conditions: a) number density; b) average radius; and c) volume fraction.

Figure 11.

a) Variation in the steady-state nanovoid nucleation rate at 290°C with flux
and Yeff- and b) the flux required to nucleate 10 17 nanovoids/cm3 at a fluence
of 1019 n/cm- as a function of yeff for various irradiation temperatures.

Figure 12.

Vacancy (nanovoid) and interstitial Coop) cluster annealing times as a function
of temperature for various Yeff and cluster sizes.
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Figure 13. Copper solvus as a function of temperature for various crystal structure and
cluster radii. The typical impurity range and heat treatment temperatures are
also shown.
Figure 14.

Fractional precipitation, 0 , as a function of non-dimensional fluence,
<l>t[2.63N^ K.cKlx'}^) from integration of the growth curve (Equation 39,
crp

cue cuo

open circles) and the approximate analytic expression (Equation 40, solid
line).
Figure 15. The transition temperature shift predicted by the diffusion controlled growth
model as a function of the RED factor normalized fluence, K<|)t, for various
copper concentrations and precipitate number densities. Estimates of the
copper contribution to embrittlement from the surveillance data base are
shown as dashed lines for K=10"30 cm4 (Note, the empirical estimates predict
a peak copper contribution, followed by a gradual decline at higher fluences.
While this effect could result from overaging, it is actually an artifact of the
simple estimation procedure, hence, is not shown).
Figure 16.

Predictions of the copper clustering model at 290°C and 4xlO 12 n/ctrP-s: a)
size distribution for various fluences; b) number density as a function of
fluence: c) volume fraction as a function of fluence; and d) average size as a
function of fluence.

Figure 17. The yield stress increase predicted by the clustering model as a function of
fluence. The solid curve is for a nominal radiation enhanced diffusion factor
K derived using the diffusion controlled growth model. The dashed curve is
for K i.-creasec bv a factor of 2.
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Figure 18.

The manganese and nickel content of copper as a function of the precipitate
radius, predicted by the non-equilibrium thermodynamic model.

Figure 19.

The predicted solubility limits for iron and alloy phases as a function of
temperature for: a) phosphorous in equilibrium with Fe3P and mixed
(MoFe)3P; and b) nitrogen in equilibrium with Fe4N and M02N.

Figure 20.

Illustration some of the interactions between evolutions of various features
under irradiation. This flow chart provides the framework for developing an
integrated model of microstructural evolution using simultaneous clustering
and defect and solute partitioning conservation equations. Sub-models relate
the cluster size and composition to their basic properties (i.e. yCoh and yeff)
and evaluate defect concentrations and solute diffusion rates.

Figure 21.

Schematic illustration of how experiments on microstructural and mechanical
propem' changes during both irradiation and post-irradiation annealing for
controlled variations in embrittiement variables (and variable combinations)
would be used to validate and calibrate embrittiement models.
illustration is for a two-defect (i.e., CRP and UMD) model.
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'Fable 1
'Nominal' Material Parameters Used in the Microstructural Models

Property

Symbol

Value

Com ment/Reference

self-diffusion energy
sell'-diffusion prc-exponential
vacancy migration encrpy
vacancy pie-exponential
interstitial migration energy
interstitial pre-exponential
atomic volume

Q.H.I

270.4 kJ/mole
0.5 cm2/s

average of range [43,47,48]
|43|

125.5 kJ/mole

high end of range [43,44]
143,451
|43]

If.
H

scl
m
V

2

4;

0.5 cm /s
39kJ/m

DP

0.05 cm2/s

na

23

Sp

1.17x10- cm
0.248 nm
1500 barns
0.4
0.0067
5xl010/cm2

Bp

0.1

So

0

tc/rt
H cuv

0.574 nm

jump distance/Burger's vector
displacement cross section
residual defect fraction

b

fraction dpa in 10-v clusters
dislocation sink density
dislocation bias
other sink density
recombination/trap radius
copper-vacancy binding energy
Effective surface energy
Cu-Fe coherent interface energy
Copper solubility

£lOv

O"dpa

[43]
3

143]
1431

typical MTR/surveillance value [24]
MD models plus bcc element data [24]
about 3% of total clustered vacancies [24]
high end of range [1]
upper bound from swelling data [24]

Ycoh

13.5 kJ/mole
l-2J/m 2
0.4 J/m2

included in Sp
[43]
[44]
not known, variable [24,43,58,59]
[24,63]

Ccus

exp( 1.049 -6057/T)

At around 300°C for bcc cupper [24,60-62]

Yeff
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Cluster Evolution in Vacancy-Interstitial-Solute Space
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